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Q: Why are Wiley X glasses
so good for fishing?
A: Just ask these guys…
Wiley X is commonly known
as a protective eyewear
brand, but its glasses offer
incredible polarisation and
optical clarity that’s perfect
for fishing. The proof? This
squad of international
tournament-winning
anglers.
ANGLER: Edwin Evers
ACHIEVEMENT: Bassmaster Classic 2016
Champion
WILEY X MODEL WORN: WX Gravity
Oklahoma-born-and-raised angler Edwin Evers
has earned many labels during his career as a
pro fisherman: a fierce competitor, a consummate
professional – and now he can add Bassmaster
Classic champion to that list. The Wiley X-sponsored
pro produced an incredible final-day comeback at the
2016 event to take the top prize on his 13th attempt.
Spotting fish and being able to see your lure
clearly is a huge part of being able to win as fierce
a competition as the Bassmaster Classic, and Edwin
can attribute his enhanced vision down to his Wiley
X Gravity glasses.
The key, according to Evers, was spotting logs
that were holding bass well ahead of the boat.
“As always, my Wiley X sunglasses were a huge
part of my win,” he said. “The distance I was seeing
the logs from was crucial to getting the fish to bite.
They were very spooky, so keeping my distance was
really important.”
Wiley X co-owner Myles Freeman, Jr added:
“Edwin has been an important member of our
sponsored pro angler team for many years, and
we’ve always had complete confidence in him as a
fisherman and ambassador for our brand.
“We always knew this day would come and
we’re proud to see Edwin get this much-deserved
recognition.
“We’re equally proud that he has worn our
glasses for such a long time and continues to rely
on them every time he takes to the water,” added
Freeman.
Evers and other top professional anglers count
on Wiley X sunglasses for their ability to “read the
water” in a wide range of conditions. In addition
to providing clear, distraction-free vision that
enhances any angling technique, Wiley X shades
deliver unparalleled protection against the variety
of dangers these athletes encounter on the water.
Every adult pair of Wiley X sunglasses meets ANSI
Z87.1 High Velocity and High Mass Impact Safety
Standards as well as being EN.166 certified.
Wiley X is the only premium sunglasses brand
with this level of protection in every adult style it
makes, a key reason why the company is a leading
provider of vision protection products to the US
military, law enforcement and other tactical wearers.
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WILEY X
LAUNCHED 17
NEW MODELS
IN 2015.

Jeremy Staverman and Luc Coppens say Wiley
X eyewear gives them a ‘definite advantage’.
ANGLERS: Jeremy Staverman and Luc Coppens
ACHIEVEMENTS: World Predator Classic
Winners 2014 and 2015
WILEY X MODELS WORN: WX Legend and WX
Peak
To win the World Predator Classic (WPC) – Europe’s
leading predator fishing tournament – takes some
serious skill and the best equipment money can buy.
Winning it twice proves that the combination of
angler and equipment is in perfect harmony – and

that is exactly the story for Luc Coppens and Jeremy
Staverman. The pair are back-to-back winners of
the WPC and they put a lot of their success down
to reliable gear that helps them get the job done,
including their Wiley X eyewear.
Luc explained: “Wearing Wiley X eyewear definitely
gave us a distinct advantage in both of our WPC
wins. We are really pleased with the premium quality
of the eyewear – they brighten up dull conditions,
reduce glare on the water’s surface and enhance dark
patches.

“Wearing Wiley X polarised eyewear has improved
our fishing results. Fish following the lures but not
striking are now easily spotted, which means that
we know we are in the right spot, so we can try
a different approach. Before, we might have left a
‘hotspot’ without realising there were fish there.
“The high quality of the Wiley X polarised filter
gives us maximum visibility in the depth of the water
and a greater view in general. The new yellow lens
is also a real breakthrough for fishing in low light
conditions – we see more fish and more action!”

WX Gravity, Polarised
Blue Mirror (Green base),
worn by Edwin Evers.
WX Legend, Polarised
Venice Gold Mirror
(Amber base), worn by
Jeremy Staverman.

WX Peak, Polarised
Blue Mirror (Green base),
worn by Luc Coppens.
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